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Model shown is Touareg SE with optional 20" ‘Talladega’ alloy wheels, Bi-xenon 35W headlights for dipped and main beam, Driver’s Assistance Pack and premium signature paint.

The Touareg. 
See the world from  
a fresh perspective. 
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01 Air suspension CDC (Continuous Damping 
Control)* offers exceptional ride comfort, with a 
choice of three settings: Sport, Comfort or Normal, 
allowing you to choose the driving style that you 
require. The Touareg can also be raised so it can 
provide up to 300mm of ground clearance, allowing 
you to overcome extreme obstacles. To ensure easier 
and more convenient loading and unloading the rear 
can be lowered from the standard height by up to 
50mm. Optional on all models.
 
02 Even if you leave familiar surroundings behind, the 
RNS 850 Connect touch-screen navigation/DAB radio 
off-road display shows you the way on its high 
resolution colour TFT screen, with a compass and 
height display to keep you orientated even in the 
middle of nowhere, and a steering wheel turn display 
to help when driving on loose ground. Standard on  
all models.

03 Totally at home on gradients of up to 35 degrees, 
the Touareg holds its position even when traversing 
sloping terrain.

04 A wading depth of up to 580mm ensures the 
Touareg crosses water with ease – remember  
to drive in the direction of the flow and always  
keep going towards the opposite bank.

05 The Touareg can easily handle a ramp angle of up 
to 27 degrees, providing ample ground clearance.

06 Capable of handling a 30 degree angle of 
approach, the Touareg takes ridges, embankments 
and hills in its stride, making driving great fun. 

07 A phenomenal climbing capability of up to  
45 degrees means steep inclines are no obstacle  
for the Touareg, providing a welcome opportunity  
to demonstrate its climbing capability. 

08 Escape models feature the redesigned intelligent 
4XMOTION four wheel drive system for optimal 
traction. A central and rear differential lock coupled 
with low gear ratios ensures maximum control at low 
speeds, so that even extreme cross-country journeys 
become a simple exercise. The vehicle adjusts to the 
driving situation via a 5-level control, including 
‘on-road’ for roads, ‘off-road’ for cross-country  
trips and ‘low’ for cross-country support. Power is 
redistributed to the front and rear axle, as required,  
to prevent rear tyres from spinning on loose ground. 

Wading depth, ground clearance, angle of slope and climbing 
capability can vary depending on engine, equipment and terrain.
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The Touareg. 
Designed to deliver.

The Touareg’s phenomenal off-road capability will  
find a way even when there appears to be none.  
The redesigned 4MOTION four-wheel drive system 
distributes engine power, as required, to all four 
wheels, ensuring optimum traction and propulsion 
on virtually all types of ground.

4MOTION
(SE, R-Line)

4XMOTION
(Escape)

Ground clearance (mm)
Steel suspension V Load level, front 214 224

Load level, rear 261 276
Air suspension v Load level, minimum 160 160

‘Raised’ load level, maximum 286 286
Dynamic air suspension v Load level, minimum 160 160

‘Raised’ load level, maximum 280 280

Traversing slope gradient (degrees)
All suspension Maximum 35 35

Wading depth in standing water (mm)
Steel suspension V Maximum 500 500
Air/Dynamic air suspension v ‘Normal’ load level, maximum 440 440

‘Raised’ load level, maximum 580 580

Ramp angle (degrees)
Steel suspension V Maximum 20 21
Air/Dynamic air suspension v ‘Normal’ load level, maximum 21 21

‘Raised’ load level, maximum 27 27

Approach angle (degrees)
Steel suspension V Maximum 25 26
Air/Dynamic air suspension v ‘Normal’ load level, maximum 25 25

‘Raised’ load level, maximum 30 30

Departure angle (degrees)
Steel suspension V Maximum 26 27
Air/Dynamic air suspension v ‘Normal’ load level, maximum 25 25

‘Raised’ load level, maximum 30 30

Angle of gradient (degrees)
All suspension Maximum 31 45
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Always stylish. On any terrain. 

The Touareg’s contemporary front design has a 
powerful road presence, with its distinctive bumper 
and larger, integrated Bi-Xenon 25W headlights 
continuing the lines of the redesigned radiator grille, 
creating a look that is unmistakably Volkswagen.  
To the rear, the modified bumper with LED fog lights 
and redefined boot lid line emphasise the athletic 
build, highlighting the Touareg’s sporty character.

The more powerful Bi-xenon 35W headlights for dipped and main beam, with automatic range adjustment, 
ensure the Touareg is ready for anything, with better visibility and illumination of the road ahead. Dipped and 
main beam follow your steering movements precisely thanks to dynamic curve lighting and static cornering 
function, while stylish LED daytime running lights provide a unique visual presence to the exterior. Standard  
on R-Line models and optional on SE and Escape models.

The Bi-xenon 35W headlights also include newly designed rear light clusters with LED technology that not 
only add a touch of style, but ensure greater visibility at night time.

Model shown is Touareg SE with optional Bi-xenon 35W headlights for dipped and main beam, Driver’s Assistance Pack and premium signature paint.
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Interior.

Whatever the challenge outside, 
everything is calm inside the 
Touareg. Latest technology makes 
navigation easy, all switches and 
controls are intuitively to hand and 
the discrete chrome finishes convey 
a sense of elegance and order. 

01 Ergonomically designed for total convenience,  
the leather trimmed multifunction steering wheel 
enables you to operate the radio, Bluetooth 
telephone connection and multifunction  
computer without taking your hands off the  
wheel. Interior shown is Touareg R-Line with  
optional premium signature paint. 

Phones must be Bluetooth HFP (Hands Free Profile) compatible,  
please contact your authorised Volkswagen retailer for specific 
phone compatibility.

01

04 All Touareg models benefit from Climate control 
– 2Zone electronic air conditioning, enabling the 
driver and front passenger to each select their 
preferred temperature setting. The system recognises 
the intensity of the sunlight as well as the outside 
temperature and adjusts accordingly. Automatic air 
recirculation prevents unpleasant outside odours, 
such as exhaust fumes from entering the cabin. 

05 The two-piece front centre armrest features a 
handy storage compartment and can be folded and 
moved forward or backward individually from both 
the driver’s and front passenger’s side. Image 
features optional ‘Engineered Ebony’ decorative 
inserts and ‘Nappa’ leather comfort pack.

06 The ‘Vienna’ and ‘Nappa’ leather comfort packs 
features a 40:60 split folding backrest, increasing  
the boot capacity to a maximum 1,642 litres.  
Optional on all models.

07 The luggage compartment cover conceals  
the contents of your boot, ensuring privacy and 
protection from the sun, and can be opened 
automatically for total convenience. 

08 The control panel in the boot automatically 
releases the rear seat backrest and the optional 
towbar, and also lowers the rear of the vehicle for 
easy loading and unloading.
 
09 The ‘Dynaudio’ soundpack delivers phenomenal 
acoustics through a 10 channel digital amplifier and 
12 speakers, delivering 600 watts of sound. Optional 
on all models.

10 The modular design of the rear seating area 
enables each rear seat to be moved lengthways and 
the backrest inclined to three different angles. When 
moved forward, this increases the boot volume from 
580 to 679 litres. Image features optional sunblind 
and ‘Nappa’ leather comfort pack.

Images 05 – 08 feature optional ‘Nappa’ leather comfort pack. 
Some parts of leather interior will contain artificial leather.
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02 To ensure you reach your destination quickly  
and safely, your Touareg is fitted with an RNS 850 
Connect touch-screen navigation/DAB radio system, 
complete with 8 inch colour TFT high resolution 
display, integrated 60 GB hard drive with preloaded 
navigation data and two SD card readers. The voice-
activated system includes a 7 digit postcode search 
functionality and displays the surrounding area with 
3D landmarks. At the touch of a button, the radio 
system can also be operated from the leather 
trimmed multifunction steering wheel. 

03 The RNS 850 Connect touch-screen navigation/
DAB radio system provides you with the latest traffic 
information directly from the internet1, enabling you 
to plan the best route. The photo display makes 
orientation easier and Google Street View™ displays 
many roads as 360° panoramic images from the 
driver’s perspective. 

1  Internet Services can only be accessed via a separate SIM card 
when Bluetooth telephone connection to your car is disconnected 
and the vehicle is stationary.
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Interior shown is Touareg SE with optional air suspension CDC (Continuous Damping Control), ‘Nappa’ leather Comfort pack in Titan Black, ‘Engineered Ebony’ decorative inserts and premium signature paint.

Extreme terrain. Extreme luxury.

The panoramic electric sliding sunroof with a fixed rear 
glass panel reaches beyond the rear seats, giving an 
uninterrupted view of the sky above and adding a new 
dimension of space and light. Easily opened at the 
push of a button, it lets fresh air into the cabin, while 
an integrated sunblind provides protection against  
the sun. Standard on R-Line and optional on SE and 
Escape models.
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Dazzlingly intelligent.

Model shown is Touareg SE with optional 20" ‘Talladega’ alloy wheels, Bi-xenon 35W headlights for dipped and main beam, Driver’s Assistance Pack and premium signature paint.
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Driver’s assistance systems.

The Touareg is raring to go, on or off-road. A range  
of innovative on-board assistants ensures you’re 
prepared for almost any eventuality, helping make 
driving easier and safer, and providing maximum 
enjoyment on every trip. 

01

02

03

0404

01 The Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) adjusts your speed to that of the vehicle  
in front, maintaining the distance specified, and warning you if you get too  
close. Front Assist warns you if you approach the vehicle in front too quickly  
and, if necessary, the City emergency braking system will exert enough  
brake pressure to reduce the severity of a collision or even avoid it altogether. 
PreCrash preventive occupant protection identifies a critical driving situation  
and automatically closes the windows and sunroof, as well as tensioning the  
front seat belts as a precautionary measure. Optional on all models.

02 Dynamic Light Assist senses the lights from 
oncoming vehicles and automatically switches 
between dipped and main beam accordingly.  
It also senses vehicles you are approaching from  
the rear and ensures dipped beam is selected in order 
to avoid dazzling vehicles in front, ensuring better 
vision and safety when driving at night. Optional on 
all models.

Must be ordered in conjunction with optional Bi-xenon 35W  
headlights on SE and Escape models.

03 Automatic Post-Collision Braking System starts the brake operation after impact to help avoid further 
collisions. Standard on all models.

04 Lane Assist is a camera controlled warning system that warns the driver via an audible warning and steering 
wheel vibration if the vehicle is about to leave its chosen lane unintentionally. Side scan makes motorway 
driving safer by helping to prevent accidents when you want to change lanes. The radar system monitors the 
areas to the left and right of the car and up to 50 metres behind it, and should it detect a potentially hazardous 
situation, it warns you by means of flashing warning lights in the door mirror housing. Lane assist and Side 
scan is optional on all models.

Must be ordered in conjunction with optional Interior trim packs or heated multifunction steering wheel on SE and Escape models.
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Comfort and convenience.

The Touareg is designed to take the stress out of life.  
A wealth of standard features and optional extras help 
to make driving as easy as possible, ensuring you enjoy 
the ultimate comfort and convenience.

01
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01 The electronic tyre pressure monitoring system keeps you informed about the 
air pressure of each tyre via the multifunction display, warning you of any changes. 
This enables you to maintain optimum tyre pressure, increasing the lifespan of the 
tyres and reducing fuel consumption. Standard on all models.

02 The hands free tailgate opening function enables you to open the tailgate without having to make contact with your Touareg. A small 
foot movement triggers sensors at the vehicle’s rear. Hands free tailgate opening is a function of the optional Keyless entry/keyless start 
and full electric tailgate operation. Optional on SE and Escape models.

Please note, keyless entry/keyless start is standard on R-Line models, but does not include hands free tailgate opening.

03 Area View front, rear and side cameras provide a 360 degree exterior view transmitted to the  
RNS 850 Connect touch-screen navigation/radio system’s display, providing a bird’s-eye view to the  
front and enabling you to see around left and right hand corners to an angle of over 90 degrees.  
Optional on all models.

04 Area View’s reversing camera provides a view of the area behind your Touareg, transmitting an  
image direct to the RNS 850 Connect touch-screen navigation/radio system’s display. Superimposed  
lines show the path you should take when reversing, ensuring you avoid obstacles below eye level.  
Optional on all models as part of Area View.

05 Parking sensors issue an optical and audible 
warning as soon as your vehicle approaches an object 
to the front or rear when manoeuvring into a parking 
space. Standard on all models.
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Alloys.

   

E    ‘Karakum’ 8J x 18 inch alloy wheels 
255/55 R18 109W low rolling resistance tyres and anti-theft wheel bolts

SE  E    ‘Salvador’ 8½J x 19 inch alloy wheels  
265/50 R19 110W low rolling resistance tyres and anti-theft wheel bolts

RL  SE    ‘Tarragona’ 9J x 20 inch alloy wheels  
275/45 R20 110W low rolling resistance tyres and anti-theft wheel bolts

SE  E    ‘Girona’ 8½J x 19 inch alloy wheels  
265/50 R19 110W low rolling resistance tyres and anti-theft wheel bolts

SE  RL    ‘Talladega’ 9J x 20 inch alloy wheels  
275/45 R20 110W low rolling resistance tyres and anti-theft wheel bolts

SE  E    ‘Masafi’ 9J x 20 inch alloy wheels  
275/45 R20 110W low rolling resistance tyres and anti-theft wheel bolts

SE  RL    ‘Mallory’ 9½J x 21 inch alloy wheels  
275/40 R21 107Y low rolling resistance tyres and anti-theft wheel bolts
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Live life on the edge.

Model shown is Touareg SE with optional 20" ‘Talladega’ alloy wheels, Bi-xenon 35W headlights for dipped and main beam, Driver’s Assistance Pack and premium signature paint.
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The impressive exterior styling of the Touareg SE includes 19 inch ‘Salvador’ alloy wheels, automatically  
range adjustable Bi-Xenon 25W headlights with daytime running lights and front fog lights with static 
cornering function, while body-coloured door handles, door mirrors and bumpers, and chrome trimmed grille 
louvres, door trims and window surrounds reinforce the quality of build. This is a car that looks and feels solid, 
while carrying significantly less weight than previous models. LED rear fog lights and number plate lights,  
a black diffuser and angular chrome exhaust tailpipes, left and right complete the exterior. Inside, the high 
level of equipment continues with ‘Cricket’ leather upholstery, ‘Burr Walnut’ decorative inlays on the dash, 
centre console and doors, and a leather trimmed multifunction steering wheel and gear knob. Other luxuries 
include heated front seats with 6-way adjustment and lumbar support, Bluetooth telephone connectivity, the 
RNS 850 Connect touch-screen navigation/DAB radio system and a Multi Device Interface (MDI) with iPod 
cable and latest generation Lightning to 30-pin adaptor. Features such as the automatic coming/leaving home 
function, climate control – 2Zone electronic air conditioning with automatic air recirculation, electric windows, 
multifunction computer and cruise control enhance the driving experience, ensuring you arrive at your 
destination calm and relaxed. 

Phones must be Bluetooth HFP (Hands Free Profile) compatible, please contact your authorised Volkswagen retailer for specific phone 
compatibility. Some parts of leather interior will contain artificial leather.

The Touareg SE.

Interior shown is Touareg SE with optional air suspension CDC (Continuous Damping Control), 
‘Nappa’ leather Comfort pack, ‘Engineered Ebony’ decorative inserts and premium signature paint.

Model shown is Touareg SE with optional 20" ‘Talladega’ alloy wheels, Bi-xenon 
35W headlights for dipped and main beam, Driver’s Assistance Pack and premium signature paint.

The Touareg Escape.

Rugged and robust, the Touareg Escape offers the ultimate in  
off-road style and capability, allowing you to chart new territory  
in the lap of luxury. 

The exterior specification of the Escape includes off-road suspension raised 10mm at the front and 15mm  
at the rear, dynamic 18 inch ‘Karakum’ alloy wheels and body-coloured front and rear bumpers with black  
sills and lower bumper parts. The dynamic styling continues with a chrome trimmed upper grille with black 
lower grille louvres, black side window surrounds and black load sill protectors, and completed with black 
round tailpipes, black roof rails and front underbody protection in black. Inside, the Escape builds on the 
impressive specification of the luxurious SE with ‘Silver metallic’ decorative inserts in the dash, centre console 
and doors, a headlight cleaning system and a 100 litre fuel tank, ensuring you won’t run out of fuel on an 
off-road adventure.
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Model shown is Touareg R-Line with optional 20" ‘Talladega’ alloy wheels, Driver’s Assistance Pack and Area view.

The Touareg R-Line.

Dynamic and distinctive, the Touareg R-Line is athletic, powerful  
and sporty, with lowered sports suspension, aerodynamic styling  
and exclusive trim inside and out.

01
Lowered sports suspension (by approximately 25mm), 20 inch ‘Tarragona’ alloy wheels and a rear roof spoiler hint at its sporting prowess, 
reinforced by the ‘R-Line’ body styling kit that includes unique front and rear bumpers and side skirts, and unique ‘R-Line’ badging on the 
front grille. Bi-Xenon 35W headlights are automatically range adjustable, with dynamic curve lighting, static cornering and LED daytime 
running lights, and the exterior also features a headlight cleaning system, tinted glass from the B pillar back and new LED tail lights. Interior 
styling continues the story, with a multifunction heated ‘R-Line’ steering wheel with paddle shift, unique door sill protectors with ‘R-Line’ 
logo and aluminium-look pedals, enhanced by the black roof lining, ‘Gloss black’ surrounds in the dash and centre console, and ‘Silver Lane’ 
decorative inlays in the dash, centre console and doors. The R-Line takes its lead from the impressive SE specification, with the addition of 
keyless entry and keyless start, automatic electric opening and closing of the rear tailgate and a panoramic electric sliding sunroof with a 
fixed rear glass panel, ensuring the highest standards of comfort, convenience and luxury on every trip.

Interior shown is Touareg R-Line with optional ‘Nappa’ leather R-Line Sports pack, 
Memory pack and Dynamic air suspension CDC (Continuous Damping Control).
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Think Blue.  
Sustainability + Ingenuity.

‘ Think Blue’ is Volkswagen’s promise to create progressive, environmentally friendly products 
and processes. So, from our concepts to our designs, from our fabrics to our machines, from 
our buildings to our water supply and from our engines to the open road, we can help shape  
a more sustainable future. We have already started by creating electric vehicles, BlueMotion 
models and efficient BlueMotion Technologies that save you money and reduce emissions.

Think Blue. 
Smart ideas for 
sustainable driving.

Turbocharged engines 
deliver more power when 
you need it and use less  
fuel when you don’t.

Start/Stop technology  
saves fuel and therefore cuts 
emissions by automatically 
switching off the engine when 
the car isn’t in motion.

Brake energy  
recuperation system  
saves fuel by making the most  
of energy that’s usually lost  
when you brake.

Low rolling resistance tyres 
save you fuel by reducing the  
friction between the tyre and the 
road, meaning it takes less energy –  
and less fuel – to go further.

Electric vehicles
comprise both hybrid and fully electric vehicles, 
offering all the features of their regular counterparts 
combined with the ultimate in driving efficiency and 
low operating costs. The ultimate way to Think Blue.

Purpose-built BlueMotion cars
include the full range of BlueMotion 
Technologies as well as an aerodynamically 
optimised design to reduce wind resistance 
and increase efficiency.

*BlueMotion Technologies are available on all Volkswagens, excluding Phaeton, and vary between models.

BlueMotion Technologies* BlueMotion E-Mobility
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Paint.

Please note: the print processes do not allow exact reproduction of the paint colours.

 Standard  Optional at extra cost

SE – SE  E – Escape  RL – R-Line

SE  E  RL  Reef Blue Metallic 0A

SE  E  Sand Gold Metallic 4T SE  E  RL  Reflex Silver Metallic 8E SE  E  Dark Flint Grey Metallic 9N

SE  E  RL  Canyon Grey Metallic 9Q SE  E  Tungsten Silver Metallic K5

SE  E  Dark Oak Metallic P0

SE  E  RL  Deep Black Pearl effect 2T SE  E  RL  Moonlight Blue Pearl effect C7 SE  E  RL  Oryx White Premium Signature 0R

SE  E  Black Non-Metallic A1SE  E  RL  Pure White Non-Metallic 0Q
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Upholstery.

*  Some parts of leather interior will contain artificial leather.
†  Memory pack and Memory pack plus are also available as an option with this leather.
‡  Perforated front climate seats are also available as an option with this leather.  

Please note, the rear seats will not be perforated.

Please note: the print processes do not allow exact reproduction of the upholstery colours.

 Standard  Optional at extra cost

SE – SE  E – Escape  RL – R-Line

SE  E  RL  Titan Black ‘Cricket’ leather*  
on standard seats TO

RL  Flint Grey/Titan Black ‘Nappa’ leather*  
on front sports seats† OK

SE  E  RL  Bonanza Brown/Titan Black ‘Nappa’ leather*  
on front comfort seats† TA

SE  E  RL  Espresso ‘Nappa’ leather*  
on front comfort seats† ‡ TQ

SE  E  RL  St Tropez ‘Nappa’ leather*  
on front comfort seats† TP

SE  E  RL  Corn Silk Beige ‘Nappa’ leather*  
on front comfort seats† JZ 

SE  E  RL  Titan Black ‘Nappa’ leather*  
on front comfort seats† ‡ TO

SE  E  RL  Bonanza Brown/Titan Black ‘Vienna’ leather*  
on front comfort seats† TA

SE  E  RL  Espresso ‘Vienna’ leather*  
on front comfort seats† ‡ TQ

SE  E  RL  Corn Silk Beige ‘Vienna’ leather*  
on front comfort seats† JZ

SE  E  RL  Titan Black ‘Vienna’ leather* on front comfort seats† ‡ TOSE  E  Corn Silk Beige ‘Cricket’ leather* on standard seats JZ

RL  Titan Black Alcantara and ‘Nappa’ leather*  
on front sports seats† IN 
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Decorative inserts.

Interior shown is Touareg R-Line with optional ‘Nappa’ leather R-Line Sports pack, Memory pack and Dynamic air suspension CDC (Continuous Damping Control).

Please note: the print processes do not allow exact reproduction  
of the decorative insert colours.

 Standard  Optional at extra cost

SE – SE  E – Escape  RL – R-Line

SE  ‘Burr Walnut’ PNL E  ‘Silver metallic’ 5MA

RL  ‘Silver Lane’ 5MN 

SE  E  ‘Engineered Ebony’ PNM 

SE  E  ‘Sapelli Mahagoni’ PND 

SE  E  RL  ‘Piano Black’ PNI 
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Combinations.
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‘Cricket’ leather† on standard seats
Titan Black (TO) V V – – – – St Tropez Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black V V V V V V V V V V V V

Titan Black (TO) – – V – – – Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black V – V – V – V – – V V V

Corn Silk Beige (JZ) V V – – – – Corn Silk Beige Corn Silk Beige Espresso Corn Silk Beige V V V V V V V V V V V V

‘Vienna’ leather† on front comfort seats*
Titan Black (TO) v v – v v v St Tropez Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black v v v v v v v v v v v v

Titan Black (TO) – – v v v v Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black v – v – v – v – – v v v

Corn Silk Beige (JZ) v v – v v – Corn Silk Beige Corn Silk Beige Espresso Corn Silk Beige v v v v v v v v v v v v

Corn Silk Beige (JZ) – – v v v – Corn Silk Beige Corn Silk Beige Espresso Corn Silk Beige v – v – v – v – – v v v

Espresso (TQ) v v – v v v St Tropez Espresso Espresso Espresso v v v v v v v v v v v v

Espresso (TQ) – – v v v v St Tropez Espresso Espresso Espresso v – v – v – v – – v v v

Bonanza Brown/Titan Black (TA) v v – v v – St Tropez Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black v v v v v v v v v v v v

Bonanza Brown/Titan Black (TA) – – v v v – Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black v – v – v – v – – v v v

‘Nappa’ leather† on front comfort seats*
Titan Black (TO) v v – v v v St Tropez Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black v v v v v v v v v v v v

Titan Black (TO) – – v v v v Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black v – v – v – v – – v v v

Corn Silk Beige (JZ) v v – v v – Corn Silk Beige Corn Silk Beige Espresso Corn Silk Beige v v v v v v v v v v v v

Corn Silk Beige (JZ) – – v v v – Corn Silk Beige Corn Silk Beige Espresso Corn Silk Beige v – v – v – v – – v v v

St Tropez (TP) v v – v v – St Tropez Dark Palladium Dark Palladium St Tropez v v v v v v v v v v v v

S t Tropez (TP) – – v v v – St Tropez Dark Palladium Dark Palladium St Tropez v – v – v – v – – v v v

Espresso (TQ) v v – v v v St Tropez Espresso Espresso Espresso v v v v v v v v v v v v

Espresso (TQ) – – v v v v St Tropez Espresso Espresso Espresso v – v – v – v – – v v v

Bonanza Brown/Titan Black (TA) v v – v v – St Tropez Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black v v v v v v v v v v v v

Bonanza Brown/Titan Black (TA) – – v v v – Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black v – v – v – v – – v v v

Alcantara and ‘Nappa’ leather† on front sports seats*
Titan Black (IN) – – v v v – Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black v – v – v – v – – v v v

‘Nappa’ leather† on front sports seats*
Flint Grey/Titan Black (OK) – – v v v – Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black Titan Black v – v – v – v – – v v v

* Pure White non-metallic, metallic, pearl effect and premium signature paints, leather upholstery, memory packs and front climate seats are optional at extra cost.
† Some parts of leather interior will contain artificial leather.
‡ Pure White paint is a no cost option on R-Line models.
± Please note, the rear seats will not be perforated.

V Standard.  v Optional at extra cost.  – Not available.
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There’s a Volkswagen for all of us.
To see these models and configure your ideal Volkswagen,  
visit: www.volkswagen.co.uk

Nippy city run around? Luxurious executive saloon? Open-top cruiser? Whatever  
it is you’re looking for, we probably have it. From the iconic Beetle and Golf GTI  
to the up! and fuel-efficient BlueMotion Golf, there’s a Volkswagen for everyone.

If you’re thinking you might like to try a different Volkswagen, take a look at  
the selection below to see what else we have. There are 21 models in our range,  
so there’s bound to be at least one that catches your eye.

Spacious family cars

New Sharan: The ultimate in convenience 
with sliding rear doors, and enough space 
for the whole family. And their luggage. 
And the dogs.

If it’s space you’re after, then you might 
also like to consider the Tiguan, Golf SV, 
Golf Estate, Touran and Passat Estate.

Style

Beetle: The original icon.  
And still the most unique way  
to make a fashion statement. 

For more fun with the top 
down, why not consider Beetle 
Cabriolet or the Golf Cabriolet.

Executive

Volkswagen CC: Perfectly 
turned out high-tech, executive 
luxury. A contemporary, stylish 
and innovative coupé. 

All the luxury you need can 
also be found in the Jetta, and 
executive comfort in the  
Passat and Passat Estate – 
winner of ‘European Car  
of the Year 2015’. 4x4

Touareg: The SUV just got smarter. True four by 
four capability off-road, and smooth, luxurious 
and powerful when on it. Features four wheel 
drive technology, ‘4MOTION’, as standard for 
optimum road grip, stability and control.

Go anywhere, do anything in our four wheel drive 
alternatives: new Golf Alltrack, Tiguan and  
Passat and Passat Estate 4MOTION models.

Sporty

Golf: As exciting to drive as it is to  
look at. Style, performance and power. 

You will also find our sporty gene  
in the iconic Golf GTD and Golf R. 

Efficient

Our BlueMotion models benefit  
from innovative energy-saving 
technology that helps you optimise 
fuel consumption and reduce harmful 
emissions. This includes low rolling 
resistance tyres and improved 
aerodynamics, accompanied with 
advanced engines and gearboxes.  
Choose from the BlueMotion Polo,  
Golf, Golf Estate and Golf SV.

However, BlueMotion Technology  
can be found across our range where 
automatic Start/Stop technology and 
brake energy recuperation is standard  
on the majority of our engines,  
helping you to save more money  
by being more efficient.

City run around 

up!: The ideal city car. Efficient, fun and 
surprisingly spacious, with that trademark 
Volkswagen solidity.

If you’re looking for something slightly more 
spacious, then why not consider the up!’s 
bigger sibling, the Polo. City run around 
efficiency with more versatility and even  
more space can be found on the iconic Golf.
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Technical specification.

SE, R-Line
3.0 litre V6 TDI SCR 204 PS
BlueMotion Technology

SE, R-Line
3.0 litre V6 TDI SCR 262 PS
BlueMotion Technology

Escape
3.0 litre V6 TDI SCR 262 PS
BlueMotion Technology

Engine

Engine type Six cylinder diesel Six cylinder diesel Six cylinder diesel

Cubic capacity, ltrs/cc 3.0/2967 3.0/2967 3.0/2967

Max. output, PS (01)/kW 204/150 262/193 262/193

at rpm 3200-4400 3800-4400 3800-4400

Max. torque, lbs.ft/Nm 332/450 428/580 428/580

at rpm 1250-3200 1750-2500 1750-2500

Gearbox 8-spd auto tiptronic 8-spd auto tiptronic 8-spd auto tiptronic

Weights, kgs

Unladen weight (02) 2185 2185 2251

Gross vehicle weight 2880 2880 2900

Payload (02) 770 770 724

Axle load limit:  Front 
Rear

1370
1560

1370
1560

1390
1560

Trailer load limits, kgs (03)

Braked 12% incline: 3500 3500 3500

Unbraked: 750 750 750

Nose weight 140 140 140

Roof weight 100 100 100

Performance

Top speed, mph (km/h), where law permits 128 (206) 140 (225) 137 (220)

Acceleration, seconds 0 - 62mph 8.7 7.3 7.6

ABI Insurance group, 1 - 50 40E, 40E 43E, 43E 43E

SE, R-Line
3.0 litre V6 TDI SCR 204 PS
BlueMotion Technology

SE, R-Line
3.0 litre V6 TDI SCR 262 PS
BlueMotion Technology

Escape
3.0 litre V6 TDI SCR 262 PS
BlueMotion Technology

Environmental information

Fuel grade, minimum Diesel 51 CN (04) Diesel 51 CN (04) Diesel 51 CN (04)

Fuel tank capacity, galls/ltrs (05) 18.7/85 18.7/85 22/100

Official fuel consumption, mpg/ltr per 100km (06)

Urban 37.2/7.6 36.7/7.7 35.8/7.9

Extra-urban 47.1/6.0 47.1/6.0 44.8/6.3

Combined 42.8/6.6 42.8/6.6 40.9/6.9

Official CO2 emission, g/km (07) 173 174 180

Emission class EURO 6 EURO 6 EURO 6

Noise, dB 71.0 71.0 71.0

Notes
01)  The maximum power output figures are quoted in PS (or Pferdestärke, which is the metric equivalent of horsepower). To convert from metric to imperial horsepower, divide the PS figure by 1.0139.
02)  Figures are calculated in accordance with manufacturer’s criteria. The individual unladen weight depends on the specification of the vehicle, this then reduces the possible payload accordingly.  

The unladen weight and payload both include the fuel tank 90% full, driver (68kg) and luggage (7kg) in line with EU directive 95/48.
03)  With increasing altitude the engine performance diminishes. From 1,000m above sea level and for every 1,000m thereafter 10% of the vehicle/trailer weight (trailer weight + gross vehicle weight)  

must be deducted.
04)  Fully compatible with 5% bio diesel in accordance with EN590 Standard. SCR (Selective Catalytic Reduction) requires AdBlue®, please see www.volkswagen.co.uk/technology/adblue for more details.
05)  The size of the fuel tank is approximate and therefore it may be possible to add a greater amount of fuel than the size of the tank specified, due to the space in the filler neck.
06)  Fuel consumption and CO2 figures are obtained under standardised EU test conditions (Directive 93/116/EEC). This allows a direct comparison between different manufacturer models but may not  

represent the actual fuel consumption achieved in ‘real world’ driving conditions. More information is available on the Volkswagen web site at www.volkswagen.co.uk and at www.vca.gov.org.
07)  The weight of a vehicle will influence the level of CO2 emission it produces; as a result, vehicles with higher levels of specification and factory-fitted options may emit higher levels of CO2.
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SE, R-Line Escape

Exterior dimensions

Length, mm 4801 4801

Width, mm 2208 2208

Height including roof rails, mm 1732 1732

Wheelbase, mm 2893 2893

Front/rear track width, mm 1656/1676 1656/1676

Turning circle, m 11.9 approx. 11.9 approx.

Interior dimensions

Effective front headroom, mm (sunroof) 1005 (1014) 1005 (1014)

Effective rear headroom, mm (sunroof) 989 (984) 989 (984)

Front elbow width, mm 1549 1549

Rear elbow width, mm 1511 1511

Maximum luggage capacity, litres

(VDA measuring method using 200 x 100 x 50mm blocks)

Capacity – rear seats upright 580-679 580-679

Capacity – rear seats folded 1642 1642

Off-road capabilities

Ground clearance – unladen, mm 201 210

Ground clearance – fully laden, mm 159 173

Ramp angle in degrees 16.6 17.7

Approach angle in degrees 25.4 26.1

Departure angle in degrees 26 26.8

Traverse angle in degrees 35 35

Wading depth, mm 500 500

Engines

3.0 litre V6 TDI SCR 204 PS (01) (150 kW) diesel engine: six cylinder ‘V’ engine, four valves per cylinder,  
two overhead camshafts per cylinder bank, turbocharger with variable turbine geometry, valve drive via  
roller valve levers, injection system of the third generation with Piezo inline injectors and 1,600 bar  
injection pressure

3.0 litre V6 TDI SCR 262 PS (01) (193 kW) diesel engine: six cylinder ‘V’ engine, four valves per cylinder,  
two overhead camshafts per cylinder bank, turbocharger with variable turbine geometry, valve drive via  
roller valve levers, injection system of the third generation with Piezo inline injectors and 1,600 bar  
injection pressure

01)  The maximum power output figures are quoted in PS (or Pferdestärke, which is the metric equivalent  
of horsepower). To convert from metric to imperial horsepower, divide the PS figure by 1.0139.

Running gear

–  Front and rear independent suspension on double wishbones with acoustically insulated subframes
– Front and rear anti-roll bar

Transmission

– Eight speed automatic tiptronic gearbox
–  4MOTION permanent four wheel drive with Torsen gearbox as standard; self locking central differential 

with asymmetrical-dynamic drive distribution; off-road driving programme activated by rotary switch and 
manual ASR deactivation

–  Escape: 4XMOTION permanent four wheel drive including interaxle differential with electronically-
controlled disc lock and low-range box with differential lock, operation by five selector off-road rotary 
switch and manual ASR deactivation

Technology. Dimensions and technical data.
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All figures in millimetres. On illustrations, where arrows and figures are shown inside of the vehicle, 
the measurements are for interior dimensions. Where arrows and figures are shown outside of the vehicle, 
the measurements are for exterior dimensions.
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 The ownership experience.

Comprehensive cover  
from Volkswagen  
Roadside Assistance.

Owning and driving a Touareg is an extremely rewarding experience. It’s not just the performance, build 
quality, comfort and practicality that satisfies, the level of after-sales support is exemplary. To deliver such high 
levels of service, we’ve introduced a network of specialist service outlets, all having the necessary specialist 
equipment and high levels of skills required to look after your car. 

Within each specialist service outlet we have introduced a new team member. Licensed Technicians meet the 
highest standards within their field for professionalism, skill and knowledge. Our aim is to make buying and 
looking after your car more enjoyable. When it comes to servicing, we appreciate that it may be more 
convenient for us to visit you. So, whether you’re at home or the office, one quick and easy phone call is all 
it takes to arrange for a convenient collection and delivery.

Naturally, we’ll provide you with a replacement Volkswagen and we have also set up a dedicated telephone line 
for Touareg owners. Our Luxury Car Support Centre is open six days a week, and is a single point of contact for 
Touareg owners.

Model shown is Touareg SE with optional 20" ‘Talladega’ alloy wheels, Bi-xenon 35W headlights for dipped and main beam, Driver’s Assistance Pack and premium signature paint.

Your Touareg is covered by the excellent support service of Volkswagen Roadside Assistance for the first  
three years after registration. This is a 24 hour, 365 days a year pan-European emergency home and roadside 
recovery service manned by professional multilingual staff. It’s not just there for the unlikely event of  
a breakdown, Volkswagen Roadside Assistance can ease the uncertainty following an accident or the 
inconvenience should you run out of fuel or lose your keys. You will benefit from a priority response following 
your call to our dedicated team of support staff. 

Volkswagen Roadside Assistance provides many benefits and complete peace of mind. For example, should 
you be in the unfortunate situation of a breakdown, we’ll arrange overnight accommodation or onward travel 
for you and your passengers. In addition, there’s an Accident and Legal Helpline. Terms and conditions apply. 
Please see your authorised Volkswagen retailer for details and brochure.



Three-year Warranty
All Volkswagen passenger cars come with a three-year/60,000 miles warranty, which protects your car against 
the failure of most technical and electrical components due to manufacturing defects. This comprises a 
two-year manufacturer’s warranty with unlimited mileage plus a further one-year/60,000 miles (whichever 
is soonest) Retailer Warranty1. Should the mileage exceed 60,000 miles within the first two years, the 
manufacturer’s two-year warranty will still be valid. Full details of the three-year warranty are available  
from your authorised Volkswagen retailer or repairer.

Body Protection Warranty
The internal body sections and panels of the Touareg are covered against rusting through from the inside for  
12 years. Naturally, the vehicle must be cared for in compliance with the operating instructions. Please consult 
your authorised Volkswagen retailer or repairer for full warranty details.

Three-year Paintwork Warranty
This latest warranty, pioneered by Volkswagen, really provides you with the widest possible cover on a new car. 
There are no special conditions attached and paintwork manufacturing defects will be rectified without charge. 
Naturally, during the warranty period the car must be cared for in compliance with the operating instructions.

Approved Accessories
A comprehensive range of accessories from alloy wheels to carpet mats is available to complement the  
factory-fitted option list. Volkswagen approved accessories purchased from and fitted by your authorised 
Volkswagen retailer at the point of vehicle sale will also benefit from the three-year vehicle warranty.

Extended warranty
If you order the Volkswagen Extended Warranty as an option when buying your new Touareg then you get the 
100% Volkswagen Warranty and you can continue to enjoy comprehensive Volkswagen protection against 
many unforeseeable repair costs. Designed to your needs, you can purchase an extra one or two year’s 
warranty up to a maximum of five years or 90,000 miles.

Service Intervals
Volkswagen is pleased to offer you a choice on how your Volkswagen is serviced. The appropriate selection is 
entirely dependent on how the car is likely to be driven and its general use. To help you identify which type of 
service would be most suitable, please refer to the following guide.

The Fixed Service is recommended for vehicles that will cover less than 10,000 miles in 12 months and if the  
vehicle is likely to be used in the following way:
•  Predominantly urban driving, short journeys with frequent cold starts.
•  Activities regularly producing high engine loading, e.g. frequent hill climbs, driving with vehicle fully 

loaded and towing.
•  Uneconomical driving style using high rpms with heavy acceleration and heavy braking.
The service intervals for the Fixed Service are as follows: 
•  Oil change service –  

After 1 year or 10,000 miles (15,000km), whichever is soonest.
•  Inspection service2 –  

First after 2 years or 20,000 miles (30,000km), then every one year or 20,000 miles (30,000km),  
whichever is soonest.

The Flexible Service is recommended for vehicles with daily mileage of more than 25 miles where the vehicle 
is driven regularly mainly on longer distance journeys. The vehicle is driven mainly at a constant speed with 
minimum vehicle and engine loading, minimal towing and driven in an economical manner. With the Flexible 
Service the vehicle can cover anywhere between 10,0003 and a maximum of 20,0003 miles or 24 months 
(whichever is soonest) between oil changes.
The service intervals for the Flexible Service are as follows:
•  Oil change service – According to flexible service interval display (after 2 years at the latest).
•  Inspection service2 – First after 2 years or 20,000 miles (30,000km), then every one year or 20,000 miles 

(30,000km), whichever is soonest.
The up! model is only available with the Fixed Service schedule. Please consult your authorised Volkswagen 
retailer or repairer for advice and full details.
Please note: If you purchase a Volkswagen Fixed Price Service Plan your vehicle will follow the Fixed  
Service schedule.

Volkswagen Insurance4

We want you to start enjoying your new car from day one and thanks to Volkswagen Insurance complimentary 
seven day cover, you can. Call free on 0800 316 7892 (lines are open Monday to Friday 8am – 9pm and 
Saturday 9am – 5pm), provide a few details and a cover note will be sent to your retailer. They will then  
tax your car and you can drive it away.

Volkswagen service.
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Volkswagen Ensurance5

Get three years’ Volkswagen Ensurance cover for free. Another great benefit of being a Volkswagen driver.  
If your Volkswagen was damaged in an accident, wouldn’t you want it fixed by a Volkswagen trained technician 
using only genuine Volkswagen parts? Ensurance is Volkswagen’s accident and repair cover which does exactly 
that. It works alongside your main comprehensive motor insurance policy no matter who you are insured with, 
to make sure you get the quality repair and service you would want. If you’re involved in an accident or your  
car is stolen, just one call to us and we’ll look after your claim from start to finish ensuring your Volkswagen 
is restored to the highest standard.
Activate your cover and benefit from:
•  A guarantee that your Volkswagen will be repaired in a Volkswagen Insurance approved repairer,  

by Volkswagen trained technicians, using only genuine Volkswagen parts and paints.
•   A dedicated Claims Manager will manage your claim from start to finish, liaising with your insurer  

and the repairer so you don’t have to.
•  Help to recover any uninsured losses using our Legal Expenses Cover.
•  Online claims tracking so you can keep up to date with the status of any claim.
Volkswagen Ensurance is free to all Volkswagen customers for three years and it only takes a minute  
to get cover. To find out more and to activate your cover, visit volkswagen-ensurance.co.uk

Volkswagen Finance6

Volkswagen Finance specialises in providing funding solutions for Volkswagen drivers. Whether your 
Volkswagen is for private or business use, you can choose from a range of funding options. 
• Solutions – a personal contract plan 
• Hire purchase 
• Lease purchase 
• Finance lease 
• Contract hire
With all Volkswagen Finance products you can choose a fixed-cost maintenance plan to help you budget for 
your servicing and maintenance costs. No matter what finance product you choose, your local Volkswagen 
retailer will be able to provide you with a personalised quote that could meet your budget and vehicle needs.

CO2 Emissions
Increased weight of a vehicle, including higher trim levels and the addition of options will have a detrimental 
influence on the level of fuel consumption and CO2 emissions produced. 
The CO2 and fuel consumption figures are obtained from tests on a representative vehicle of the type, 
conducted and approved in accordance with Council Directive 80/1268/EEC as amended by Directive 
1999/100/EC (or later) on the approximation of the laws of the member states relating to the carbon dioxide 
emissions and the fuel consumption of motor vehicles.

AdBlue®
Diesel engines with SCR (Selective Catalytic Reduction) technology require AdBlue® which must be kept topped 
up. Please see www.volkswagen.co.uk/technology/adblue for more details.

Volkswagen Roadside Assistance
Every new car is registered for Volkswagen Roadside Assistance for one year except the Touareg and Phaeton 
which are registered for three years. This provides vehicle roadside and home recovery in the unlikely event 
of a breakdown in the UK and Europe (subject to conditions). Volkswagen Roadside Assistance can also be 
purchased for subsequent years. For full details, please contact your authorised Volkswagen retailer.

Tax Free Sales
For full details, please contact your authorised Volkswagen retailer.

Please note:
Some illustrations in this brochure do not necessarily reflect UK specifications and may not be available. 
In particular, controls and some items of equipment are positioned differently for the UK. 
The specifications contained in this brochure are for information purposes only and are subject to change.  
If you require any specific feature, you must consult your authorised Volkswagen retailer who is regularly 
updated with any change in specification. Please check model availability and full specification details with 
your authorised Volkswagen retailer prior to ordering.
Note: we would like to advise you that telephone calls to Volkswagen Customer Care may be monitored and 
recorded as part of our training and quality assurance processes. All our monitoring and recording processes 
meet Oftel regulations.

1 All warranty work must be completed by an authorised Volkswagen retailer or repairer.
2  The inspection service first at 3 years (or 40,000 miles) and then every second year (or 40,000 miles) has additional workscope.
3  The quoted mileage is based on a conversion from kilometres and is therefore unlikely to exceed circa 18,000 miles between oil changes.
4  Volkswagen Insurance is a trading name of Volkswagen Insurance Service (Great Britain) Limited, an appointed representative of Volkswagen 

Financial Services (UK) Limited, Brunswick Court, Yeomans Drive, Blakelands, Milton Keynes MK14 5LR. Registered in England number  
2835230. Volkswagen Insurance is sold, underwritten and administered by Allianz Insurance plc registered in England number 84638. 
Registered office 57 Ladymead, Guildford, Surrey GU1 1DB. Volkswagen Financial Services (UK) Limited and Allianz Insurance plc are 
authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority. Volkswagen Financial Services (UK) Limited and Allianz Insurance plc are not 
part of the same corporate group.

5  Ensurance from Volkswagen Insurance is sold and administered by Lawshield UK Limited, registered in England number: 3360532 (registered 
office: Lawshield House, 850 Ibis Court, Lakeside Drive, Centre Park, Warrington, Cheshire WA1 1RL) and underwritten by UK General 
Insurance Limited on behalf of Ageas Insurance Limited, registered in England number: 354568 (registered office: Ageas House, Tollgate, 
Eastleigh, Hampshire SO53 3YA).

6  Finance is available to 18s and over, subject to status. Terms and conditions apply. Volkswagen Finance.
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